MINUTES of the Raglan Wastewater Treatment Plant Discharge Consenting Process
meeting (public) held on Wednesday 24 February 2021 commencing 7.00pm through
ZOOM Video Communications.
Present:

Cr Aksel Bech (Chairperson), Ian Cathcart, Special Infrastructure
Projects Manager (WDC), Carole Nutt, Waters Contract Relationship
Manager (WDC)
Steve Howard, Richard Pullar (Watercare)
Chris Rayner, John Lawson, Edward Prince, Tony Oosten, Charlie Young

Apology:

Rick Thrope

1.

OPENING MEETING

1.1

Cr A Bech, Chairperson, opened the Raglan Wastewater Treatment Plant Discharge
Consenting meeting (public) at 7.00pm.
The Chair outlined protocols for the Zoom meeting:
▪
▪
▪
▪

The meeting would be recorded and posted on Council’s web page.
Chats can be seen by all meeting attendees. Use the chat function to record
questions, and Steve would answer at the end of the presentation or offline at a
later date if not appropriate to answer at the meeting.
To get the Chair’s attention, use electronic hand function.
If asking a question, have camera on as courtesy to Steve.

1.2

The purpose of the meeting was to hear Steve Howard’s presentation on the Raglan
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWT) Discharge Consent Application Project.

2.

PRESENTATION/TOPICS - Steve Howard, Watercare

2.1

Matters to discuss:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Part A – Beca Reporting on Costing Broad messages
Part B – Proposed steps now toward application preparation
Part C – Additional consenting initiatives in progress
Part D- Wrap Up/Questions

Slide 1

The purpose of this slide was to illustrate theoretical costs beside each, and consider
preliminary upgrade allocation within the Long Term Plan (Council workshops underway
now). A key point was that Councillors/Staff presently face the task of balancing multiple large
upgrade needs within the district, with fixed methods to cover these costs
(loans/rates/development contributions) – response to this will be for the project team to
consider pathways/innovation that avoid discounting options strictly on costs.
Slide 2

This slide emphasised the above point highlighting that Watercare/Project Team are still
looking to narrow down treatment/discharge costs now through greater research and
evolving options. Significant cost savings within MBR technology could lend to closer financial
feasibility if an MBR solution becomes favourable within the MCA scoring. Additional
consideration is whether such level of treatment is needed to avoid adverse effects in the
estuarine environment.

Slide 3

Firming up positioning on options is initiated by MCA work. There will be multiple MCA
scoring exercises needed as part of the project, where it is not expected that a single MCA
can cover all KSH groups.
There will be differing opinions on the differing criteria. Some parts criteria headings require
specialised scoring (i.e. Public health, with specialised modelling and Quantitative Microbial
Risk Assessment to be undertaken by experts to understand treatment vs dilution vs risk to
public health).
The Project Team need to educate and guide participants through this exercise
(workshopping), where the intention is to distribute a worked example on methodology.
Using this as a base example, individual groups may express support or disagreement toward
scoring arrived at.
Timeline SIGNIFICANT PROGRESSION NEEDED DURING MARCH
From there, the following activities will need to be undertaken and facilitated by the project
team:
(i) additional workshopping to cover weighting between categories;
(ii) introduction of costing lens (a parallel input toward determining a ‘best practical
option’)
(iii) memo construction that will be raised to elected Council, WDC Executive
Leadership Team (ELT) and the Water Governance Board (WGB)
Timelines will be very tight to meet mid-July application lodgement (April, May, June will be
needed for AEE preparation) however a working to a schedule is needed to avoid project
drift if possible.

Slide 4

Slide 5

A positive advance through February has been feasibility to understand airstrip potential for
discharge. This areas soil (sandy in contrast to clay) could allow for high-rate-passage,
however, suitability for the site for such use is landuse requires close and straight forward
communication between hapu, WDC and the project team.
– Progress is intended to be swift, with updates offered throughout work.

Slide 6

Initiatives to continue with appropriate Raglan groups

Part D- Wrap up/Queries and Actions (initial feedback or actions in red below)
• John Lawson: Seeking clarity on private land costing within reporting distributed. The key point
being that:
o the land use report distributed early highlighted $$ benefits to cropping in respect
to nutrients gained and irrigation through dry times, however this didn’t appear
balanced against costing for the 100% land option (L2 $58.7M) that didn’t recognise
annual potential returns within Capex.
Action 1: Steve to set up zoom with PDP author of both report and John to provide a response/view
• Chris Raynor: ‘who decides the weighting for the multi criteria is that WRC or WDC or WC ?’
This will be a process with multiple parties. There is ability to demonstrate differing scenarios
that result from altered weighting. The key weighting influences should be the ability for
scenarios to meet project objectives that were established at the start of the project (see
attachment 1 below)
Action 2: It will be a project teams job to:
- demonstrate weighting scenarios for KSH/Hapu,
- gain feedback, and
- present within the summary memo toward final application decision making

• Chris Raynor: Is WDC allowed to build new infrastructure at low lying land in the climate change
inundation zone?
Inundation data has been factored into mapping to date, where the WRC tool is located at the
address below. This is an easy slider tool cover rise (m) at extreme levels. Infrastructure will not
be at risk with any scenario.
Consideration of consent life is needed also. Design needs to cater for this timeframe (35yr is the
max long-term consent) where consideration of climate change beyond consent timeframes will
occur as part of future renewals.
https://waikatoregion.govt.nz/services/regional-services/regional-hazards-and-emergencymanagement/coastal-hazards/coastal-flooding/coastal-inundation-tool
• Tony Oosten: What is timing with consultation/MCA work with differing Raglan groups (wider
community/ hapu?) Understanding acceptable cultural and environmental solutions will be
paramount in narrowing feasible options for the wider community.
Steve response - The project team will need to distribute all MCA scoring scenarios, and weighing
scenarios identically to groups, then work alongside all in a parallel manner so views can be
recorded/ shared.
Cr Bech and Ian C have provided great overview and facilitation over the months of engagement.
A schedule will be needed to reserve their time and expertise (i.e. to get the project to the next
phase in the most efficient manner possible):
Action 3: Project team development on MCA/Weighting discussion memos and associated timeline for needed events (i.e. to provide certainty of dates for participants)
• Chris Raynor: At what point do we start talking more to Central government
Ian C response: Through government reform processes, WDC/Councillors have been liaising with
central government as local government works through Tranche 2 matters (image below).
Significant WW funding challenges sit with WDC in respect to the multiple WWTP upgrades
needed for consents -central govt talks cover this collective cost. For Raglan specific actions,
there is intended to be Water Governance Board visit soon to the township. Chris R seeks to
understand this detail and ability for appearance also.
Action 4: Ian C to get back to Chris with his thinking on such an opportunity.
• Chris Raynor: what has been done to reduce storm water infiltration

Jan Zoom meeting had the detail on I&I shown below, which highlighted medium
performance by the existing network in contrast to differing towns. Work continues with
identifying how each pumpstation catchment within Raglan performs, to prioritise any
renewal/fixes.

Attachment 1:
Project Objectives
The aim of the project is to identify the best practicable option to provide wastewater services for the
Whāingaroa community. In doing this we aim to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Keep communities healthy
Protect the environment, particularly the water quality and ecology of the Whāingaroa Harbour
Recognise the significance of the Whāingaroa Harbour to hapū and support the kaitiaki
management of customary fishing
Protect the community use of the area, along with the visitor experience
Work in partnership with the community and hapū
Retain flexibility for future, sustainable, long-term solutions including potential reuse of treated
wastewater
Keep the overall costs of the wastewater solution to affordable levels

Attachment 2

Attachment 3

